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labour of love

>> MAARTEN + MUSICAL
Maarten van der Zee, senior researcher on biobased products at Food & Biobased Research

‘Fantastic if it all
comes together
in the show’
Sempre Sereno, always clear and
calm. The Wageningen Musical
Society that Maarten van de Zee
belongs to – after 55 years, the
oldest in the Netherlands – aims
high. Next May the society will
be doing four performances of
Evita in the Junushof. Van de
Zee is good with his hands so he
is on the set committee. ‘A nice
process, how the set is developed. A great deal of creativity
goes into it.’ And his part?
‘Internal auditions are next
week. A main part would be
overambitious, but there are
enough nice small parts. And I
prefer to spend time on the set.’
www.sempresereno.nl
RK / Photo: Guy Ackermans
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THREAT OF THE SACK
In Tilburg lecturers must not score less
than a seven in student evaluations.
Good idea?

FAN
We may have Wageningen knowledge to thank for the reclassiﬁcation of homegrown Dutch dope as a hard drug. About ten years ago a story was doing the
rounds that Plant Breeding graduates were earning a nice little bit on the side by
raising THC levels in hemp. Wageningen alumni were said to be driving around
with THC-enriched male plants, pollinating ﬁelds of female plants. They used a
fan to speed up the process.
Well, Wageningen education must already have been excellent then, because the
levels of tetrahydrocannabinol in the dried cannabis ﬂower heads shot up from
less than 10 to 20 percent in just one decade. Compare that with sugar beet, the
text book example of classic plant breeding methods. It took 100 years to double
the sugar percentage to 20 percent. It is not sugarbeet but nederwiet that is the
best example of plant breeding. Science for impact, dude!
Gaby van Caulil

>> On page 8: ‘Breeding cannabis is relatively easy’
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Wageningen UR has shot into the
top 100 of the world’s best universities, climbing from 144th to 75th
place in the Times Higher Education World University Rankings.
Other Dutch universities have also
moved up the rankings spectacularly. Utrecht University has gone
from 143th to 68th place, making
it the only Dutch university above
Wageningen.
6+$1*+$,
The list has been readjusted in many ways because of a new methodology used by the English publisher. The big news – in the UK as
well – is that the Netherlands has

the third best university system in
the world, with twelve universities
in the top 200. The United States
leads the country list with 75 universities in the top 200, followed by
the UK with 32 universities. Germany and the Netherlands share
third place. But in the other key
global university ranking system,
the Shanghai index (ARWU), Dutch
universities have actually gone
down the rankings. Wageningen is
now in the group that shares position 101-200, having been at 101150 a year ago. The ARWU attaches
more weight to the number of Nobel prize winners, while in the
Times Higher Ed rankings, educational performance counts more –
to the advantage of Dutch universities.
5(63(&7
Beyond this, how the ranking is done remains a mystery, says infor-

mation specialist Wouter Gerritsma, who supplies Wageningen’s
particulars for the world ranking.
‘Last year, Times Higher was criticised a lot, so it has adjusted the
criteria. Exactly how, I am not sure.
I do know that our publication scores have improved after the dip in
the number of publications following the merger between the university and DLO. The citation scores are higher than last year’s, too.
We also score well on the number
of international MSc students,
which was not counted last time.’
Gerritsma considers it unique
for a specialized university such as
Wageningen to score so high in the
general rankings. ‘International
students are partly inﬂuenced by
these rankings in their choice. If
you’re among the top 100, then
you’re somebody. We will now be
received with even more respect by
overseas universities.’ $6

),1'7+(7(1',))(5(1&(6

,WVHHPHGVXFKDQLFHLGHDVHQGLQJWKHSKRWRJUDSKHUWR+RHYHQVWHLQWRWDNHSLFWXUHVEHIRUHDQGDIWHUWKHHQHUJ\
VDYLQJFDPSDLJQéZKDWDUH\RXVZLWFKLQJRŉ"é$IWHUDOOWKLVZDVZKHUHWKH:DJHQLQJHQ(QYLURQPHQWDO3ODW
IRUPKDGPRELOL]HGVWXGHQWV,WGLGQéWZRUNRXWWKRXJK7KHUHZHUHDFRXSOHRIVWXGHQWVVZLWFKLQJRŉOLJKWVEXW
RWKHUVVHHPHGWREHMXVWFRPLQJKRPHDQGVZLWFKLQJDOOWKHOLJKWVRQ7KHQDWLRQDOFDPSDLJQéVJRDOUHGXFLQJHQHUJ\
FRQVXPSWLRQE\WHQSHUFHQWKDVEHHQSXWLQWKH HQHUJ\JX]]OLQJ IUHH]HU 5*SKRWRéV%DUWGH*RXZ
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The private market for accommodation for Wageningen students
has expanded by one third. This
appears from ﬁgures at the student
housing agency the HousingDesk.
Between 1 June and 10 October
this year, the HousingDesk helped
allocate 304 rooms, compared with
234 rooms in the same period last
year. These ﬁgures include arranging for subletting of Idealis
rooms, but this represents a relatively small proportion.
‘It is striking that more and more individuals are offering rooms
outside Wageningen’, notes Andre
Vermeer of the HousingDesk. ‘We
see rooms appearing in Zetten,
Rhenen, Achterberg, Opheusden,
and even Elst.’
The room shortage has not lessened though, says Vermeer. ‘Last
Wednesday, for example, a landlord offered a room in Bennekom,
not the most popular location after
all. It went online at 10 o’clock and
two hours later we had to take it off
the website. The man had already
had 20 inquiries.’
&$03,1*
On 30 September, Idealis had a
waiting list of 735 students.
There are still more than 60 students camping at the Wielerbaan
campsite in Wageningen-Hoog,
just as there were last year. The
numbers went down last December, but the last camper only left in
March.
There are also just under 200 international students waiting for a
room to really call their own. Ninety-two of them are still staying at
the Brink Residence, a hotel, and
75 commute between a holiday
park in Hoenderloo and the campus. Although 400 extra rooms were put at the disposal of international students this year (above the
Albert Heijn, at the Haarweg and at
a former barracks in Ede), this was
not enough to cater for the increased numbers. *Y&
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The two-year Social Sciences Master’s should stay, says a report by a
commission led by Professor
Arthur Mol. The two-year Master’s
offered by Social Sciences was in
the news earlier this year when it

emerged that the students could
get into difﬁculties on account of
the new ‘Halbe ﬁne’. In the social
sciences only one-year Master’s
programmes are funded and a second year is seen as an extension.
The executive board decided to
compensate the students for this,
but also asked the Mol commission to study the prospects for the
two-year Master’s.
The commission concluded
that shortening the Master’s would

not be a good idea. Their two-year
Master’s is exactly what makes Wageningen graduates unique. Mol:
‘It may be proﬁtable to shorten the
Master’s to one year, but it makes
for very limited programmes. It
leaves no room for special competencies, such as international experience and the integration of natural and social science knowledge. Students with a broad background who can also delve deep:
that is our strength. So the questi-

on is, do you want to change
that?’
In order to be able to go on
funding the two-year Master’s,
the current programme needs
restructuring, says Mol. ‘It needs
to be more focussed. The programmes now involve several
chair groups. That is costly, so a
reorganization in that area could
make big savings.’ /YG1

NRUW
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*HQHURXVGRQDWLRQ
The Wageningen University fund
(WUF) is to receive a donation of 2.5
million euros from a private individual. The donor, who wishes to
remain anonymous, is giving the money for fundamental research on a
potato disease and on saving water
in rice cultivation. The Wageningen
University Fund and Wageningen UR
launched a campaign in October
2010 to raise funds from private donations, with an emphasis on solving
the world’s food supply problems.
This Food for Thought, Thought for
Food campaign has already raised
6.4 million euros. 5*

ǋǋ&+,/(

.QRZOHGJHGHDOZLWK&KLOHDQ
JRYHUQPHQW
Wageningen UR and its Chilean
knowledge partners are getting 17
million dollars from the Chilean government for food research.
Wageningen UR is joining
forces with six Chilean
knowledge institutes
and eight companies to
set up the ICEFood

institute. Its aim is to increase the innovative capacity of Chilean food companies. Chile is the world’s biggest fruit
exporter, the second-biggest exporter of
salmon and a major wine producer. $6
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0RYLH:ZDQWVWRPRYHWRèW9HQVWHU
Movie W may relocate to ’t Venster arts
centre. The foundation would prefer to
continue its operations there but it is
not certain whether that will happen.
Spokesman Huib de Vriend says they do
not yet have the funds for a restart. Movie W has to quit LA 13 by the end of
this year as Wageningen UR wants to
sell the building. The serious alternative
sites were ’t Venster and the Heerenstraat cinema. De Vriend: ‘We chose ’t
Venster. That will let us keep our identity and we will be able to programme
ﬁlms at times that suit us. What is more,
we can develop links with other art
forms.’ However, the foundation’s new
business plan for the coming ten years
still envisages a shortfall of two hundred thousand euros. Negotiations with
Wageningen UR to close that gap have
come to a standstill. ‘We are prepared
to make a contribution but most deﬁnitely not two hundred thousand euros’, is
the response of spokesman Simon Vink.
He also says the business plan does not
provide a basis for a ﬁnancially healthy
arthouse cinema in the longer term. ‘The
operations will still be relying on our
contribution in ten years’ time.
We don’t want to be subsidizing them
for years.’ 5.

6&+$0,1(ǉǉ
,QYDVLYHVSHFLHV
In the classic horror ﬁlm The Day of the Trifﬁds, exotic
plants threaten to take over the world. Is this pure science
ﬁction? Terms such as invasive or alien suggest that the inﬂux of new species is anything but innocuous. Take the
American waterweed, an underwater aquatic plant. When
some authority (who and why?) put a few specimens into an
Utrecht canal in the middle of the 19th century, he could
not have guessed that this aquatic pest would quickly become a hindrance to shipping and ﬁsheries: the plants had to
be combatted. Then by the latter years of the 20th century,
the plant was having a hard time and was put on the red
list. And so it went from exotic species to pest to threatened
species.
Alien species come in all sorts and sizes, each with their
own story. Sometimes they were deliberately imported, as
the English cordgrass was to absorb sludge, and the American black cherry tree was to improve the quality of forest litter.
A few years ago it was calculated that the damage done by
exotic species in the Netherlands costs 1.3 billion euros. So
what should we do? This is a question that managers, policymakers and researchers are scratching their heads over.
Muskrats undermine dikes, so that requires action, but is
this also the case for the giant hogweed, the Japanese knotweed or the aforementioned black cherry? The open places
that you are left with if you root out this intruder from America are soon occupied by even more black cherries. Perhaps in many cases, patience is a virtue after all. This must
be music to the ears of ministry of ELI&I ofﬁcials, as patience doesn’t cost money. -RRS6FKDPLQ«H
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ding a new course means dropping
another course.’

Tiny van Boekel wants to explore
the options for greater integration
of natural sciences and social sciences in education programmes
and more room for new courses.
These are his plans for when he replaces Pim Brascamp (who is retiring) as Educational Institute Director on 1 July 2012.
The food technologist was himself responsible for developing the
Food Ethics course with the philosopher Michiel Korthals. Lecturers in different ﬁelds should do that
more often - give a course together.
‘The courses in a minor are sometimes too segregated from the rest.
I want to see if we can change that.’
3+,/2623+<
Van Boekel feels universities
should give philosophy more
room. ‘I suspect some students
and lecturers think that’s rubbish
but I feel everyone should receive
academic training from a lecturer

FOTO: GUY ACKERMANS

ð 1HZ(GXFDWLRQDO,QVWLWXWH
GLUHFWRU7LQ\YDQ%RHNHOZDQWV
WRLQWHJUDWHQDWXUDODQGVRFLDO
VFLHQFHV
ð è1HZSRVLWLRQLVDUHDOKRQRXUé

7LQ\YDQ%RHNHO

specialized in the ﬁeld and a philosopher. We need to be able to place
our knowledge in the context of
our society.’
Van Boekel also wants to investigate the options for making teaching programmes less rigid. ‘Subjects ﬁrst have to be generally recognized before they can be included in the teaching programme.
That stiﬂes interesting initiatives.
Not that every good idea should be
rewarded immediately but I do
want to see how we can encourage
this. That is difﬁcult because ad-

,17(51$7,21$/,=$7,21
He will give up his job as professor
of Product Design and Quality Management. ‘I did hesitate when
rector Martin Kropff offered me
this position. The responsibility I
will have as Education Director is a
real honour. I think teaching is a
university’s most important activity, and I have always been involved
in teaching as a lecturer, degree
coordinator and chair of the food
technology programme committee. Of course it is a pity that I will
have to give up my science group
and not be able to do as much research, but I am now 60. I will be
winding down the research and
concentrating on the education. A
nice ﬁnal phase to end my career.’
Van Boekel expects the process
of internationalization and the rise
in foreign students to continue.
‘Wageningen has a good reputation abroad. That is why it surprises and annoys me that Wageningen is relatively unknown in
the Netherlands. A personal target
for me is to generate more Dutch
interest in what Wageningen is
doing.’ /YG1$6
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Shake it really well! As well
as water and fat, the test tubes contain an emulsiﬁer
which will bind the water
and fat together. You can’t
see the fat, but it is there.
Just like in a hamburger, as
they learned from a real live
professor. On Wednesday 5
October, tens of primary
school children attended
the ‘Kids’ University’ in the
forum. Two of them were
well impressed by the sight
of professor Tiny van Boekel
in his academic gown.
‘Look, a wizard!’ *Y&
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The Wageningen Executive Board
Chairman Aalt Dijkhuizen has had
an undiplomatic clash with a major client, dairy company Friesland
Campina. The reason is Dijkhuizen’s statements at a meeting with
young dairy farmers, early October.
He warned that putting cows out to
pasture could lead to a fall in milk
production. ‘If no-one pays for
that, farmers will be putting themselves at a disadvantage,’ said Dijkhuizen.
Friesland Campina Director
Cees ‘t Hart told farming journal
Agrarisch Dagblad that he was ‘not
happy’ with these statements. He
feels Dijkhuizen is undermining
the case for pasture when it is very
important for dairy farming’s
image. ‘There is still broad public
support for dairy farming precisely
because many cows are still kept in
natural conditions.’
&21680(56
Fewer and fewer cows graze outdoors. The proportion of cows that
never go outdoors rose from 17
percent in 2006 to 26 percent in
2011. Friesland Campina recently
tried to make grazing compulsory.
But following protests from its
members it now wants to use a
pasture milk bonus to encourage
grazing outdoors as part of its sustainability policy.
In the meeting, Dijkhuizen
pointed to the beneﬁts of keeping
cows in a barn, such as more efﬁcient feed conversion and lower
greenhouse gases emissions.
He advocates more intensive dairy
farming. ‘t Hart on this subject:
‘There is only one thing that matters to Friesland Campina: consumers.’ $6
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‘I DID WANT
TO GO FIRST’

:KR"Annelein Meisner and
her partner Daan Blok
:KDW"They received
their PhDs on
the same day
:KHUH"He from
the university, she
from the Dutch Institute
for Ecology (NIOO-KNAW),
but both in Wageningen
:K\"To make it extra special

$11(/(,10(,61(5
Why graduate together?
‘We both happened to apply for the same doctoral research post and we were both appointed. I
was mainly in Heteren, by the way, as the NIOO
only moved to Wageningen recently. We ﬁnished almost at the same time, and my supervisor Wim van Putten arranged for us to graduate
on the same day. Otherwise you go through all
that stress twice and your guests have to come
twice too. I was very keen to go ﬁrst though, because I was more nervous than Daan.’
Have you fallen into a black hole now?
‘No, that happens just after submitting your
thesis. Now it’s all over, it feels good. I will miss
the NIOO, though, but I will drop by now and
then. I am very busy looking for a new job.’
And now oﬀ on holiday together at last?
‘Actually, I am going to Rome tomorrow with
some girlfriends. We had arranged that a long
time ago.’

'$$1%/2.
Why graduate together?
‘We came up with the idea together. We thought it
made it extra special. During Annemiek’s defence ceremony I was not at all nervous on my own behalf.
Only once I was sure that she was doing great did my
own nerves start playing up. If there had been a couple of months in between, I would have been far more nervous.’
Have you fallen into a black hole now?
‘Quite the opposite. The time between submitting
your thesis and the defence, that is a black hole. I am
now busy applying for jobs. I am hoping for a postdoc
position, but that is quite a long process. I think it
would also be very nice to work as an advisor for an
ecological consultancy ﬁrm.’
And now oﬀ on holiday together at last?
‘We are certainly going to do that. Because of my ﬁeld
work we could never go away together in the summer.
But now we’ve been given 3 weekends away by friends
and family. And a workshop on cuddling cows.’ 6Y*

1(:0$1$*(0(17)25%(/0217($5%25(780
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VLQJ

The future of the Belmonte arboretum in Wageningen has been secured. Wageningen UR, Geldersch
Landschap (the Gelderland foundation for landscape and castles),
and the Wageningen Arboretum
Foundation are going to manage
the gardens between them. The
gardens are no longer needed for
scientiﬁc research, says the Wageningen UR executive board. So there has been much behind-thescenes activity recently to ﬁnd a
way of securing the gardens’ futu-

Q827(
‘Forget milk. You’d be
better oﬀ going for a
walk with your cow.’
Walter Willet, co-author of the
milk article, does not think milk
is so good for you at all (public
lecture in de Doelen in Rotterdam, 23 September)

re. ‘Because we neither can nor
want to manage them ourselves’,
says board member Tijs Breuking.
6&,(17,),&0$1$*(0(17
Maintaining the Belmonte gardens
costs 120,000 euros per year. The
costs are going to be shared equally among the three parties that
form the new Foundation for the
Management of Belmonte Arboretum. The idea is that the foundation should be self-funding within
ﬁve years. To this end, the new director, Dedde Smit of Geldersch
Landschap, will have to do some
fund-raising on the market.
The new foundation aims to
manage Belmonte as ‘high quality
gardens’. The loaded term ‘scientiﬁc management’ is carefully avoided. Yet former DLO director Koen
Verhoef think that the gardens are
in fact still being scientiﬁcally managed. ‘No more scientiﬁc research is done. That was different
before, of course. But the management is certainly scientiﬁcally
sound.’

sorship of the collection. The
launch of the new foundation
was marked by planting an apple tree. Wageningen UR will also restore the iron ﬂower, the ar-

boretum’s iconic artwork. This
sculpture by Huub Kortekaas was
installed in 1976 and is now in
poor condition. 5.

.,72

5(6725$7,21
Under the new construction, the
arboretum foundation will undertake the management and spon-
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Agricultural production is going to
move to countries which still have
adequate water supplies. So Africa
faces a water rush, predicted Petra
Hellegers in her inaugural lecture
as extraordinary professor of the
Economics of Water and Climate
Change on 6 October. Water – not
land – is already the main driving
force behind the land grabbing in
Africa by companies from rich but
water-scarce countries.
Water is becoming an increasingly valuable resource in the
world, said Hellegers, because it is
becoming scarcer while demand is
rising. Globalization and liberalization of global markets are making countries more dependent on
each other. This means that agricultural and trade policies could
have a bigger inﬂuence on the de-

PHOTO: LINEAIR

ð *OREDOGHPDQGIRUZDWHU
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mand for water than policy on water itself, Hellegers argued.
Water, food production, energy
and climate change all go together,

Hellegers explained. More and
more food is needed to feed the
growing world population. Moreover, that population is becoming

richer and more urban, and is eating more meat. This increases water consumption dramatically: the
production of one kilo of grain re-

7+(5($/'23(21&$11$%,6
ð è+HDY\éZHHGRQWKHKDUG
GUXJVOLVW
ð 'HVLUDEOH"'RDEOH"

The cabinet wants to put cannabis
containing more than 15 percent
THC on the hard drugs list. The
proposal comes from the Garretsen commission and reﬂects concerns about the sharp increase in
cannabis addiction.
The plan has drawn a lot of criticism. Almost all the cannabis
grown in the Netherlands (nederwiet) is over the 15 percent mark.
So its opponents say the measure
is really aimed more at banning
cannabis all over again than at protecting public health. A second objection is that it will be impossible
RESOURCE — 13 October 2011

to implement. What can the experts tell us about the background
to this proposal?
Have THC levels really increased
so dramatically in recent years?
The Trimbos Institute has been
monitoring the characteristics of

cannabis sold in the Netherlands
since 1999. In that time the average THC level in nederwiet went
from 10 percent to a high of 20 percent in 2004, after which averages
stabilized around 16 to 18 percent.
There is no reason to assume they
will rise any further, says Trimbos
Institute researcher Sander Rigter.
Imported cannabis still contains
around 8 percent THC.
How do Dutch dope growers achieve such high levels?
Breeding cannabis plants is relatively simple, says Evert Jacobsen, professor of Plant Breeding,
who has some experience of growing hemp. Because there are male and female plants, you can avoid
pollination. So once you have checked the THC levels you can cross-

breed your plants selectively. Another reason why the nederwiet is
stronger than the imported stuff is
that it is fresher and it is grown under controlled conditions. Lastly,
there is the sinsimillia method,
which involves growing the male
and female plants separately so
that the THC production in the female plants is not impeded by pollination.
Is dope with more than ﬁfteen percent THC so much more dangerous?
Cannabis use increases the
chances of psychological disorders

science << 9

quires 1,000 litres of water, while one
kilo of meat takes 15,000 litres of water. Also, climate change is making
some regions drier or hotter, so that
more irrigation water is needed. Higher prices for energy make hydroelectric power a more interesting option, as they do biofuels, made from
crops that also require water. The same higher energy prices make it more
expensive to pump, purify and transport fresh water.
/$1'*5$%%,1*
Hellegers offered an economic analysis. The costs of supplying fresh water
in Saudi Arabia, for example, are no
longer outweighed by the proﬁts
raised by agricultural production. For
this reason, the Saudi government decided in 2008 to grow 12 percent less
grain on its own land and granted ﬁve
billion dollars in soft loans to companies seeking to invest in large-scale
agriculture in Africa. Although Africa
is often associated with drought and
famine, it also has many regions with
high agricultural potential and adequate rainfall. Saudi companies are

in vulnerable people. Whether its use by
healthy people can also lead to schizophrenia is still uncertain. Until a couple
of years ago, THC was believed to underlie all the effects of dope, explains Sander Rigter. But it is more subtle than
that. The substance known as cannabidiol appears to soften the effects of THC
and to reduce anxiety, for example. This
makes the ratio between THC and cannabidiol particularly important. Further

investing extensively in South Sudan,
for example, said Hellegers. There is
widespread criticism of this land grabbing because it could damage local
food security. Companies buy or lease
land and often also sign contracts con-

+HWJHSURGXFHHUGHYRHGVHOZRUGW
JH[SRUWHHUGQDDUHLJHQODQG
cerning water use. The food produced
is exported to their own country.
According to Hellegers, this is a foretaste of a ‘water rush’ with many of
the features of the gold rush in the
wild west of America in the 19th century. Finding a wise approach to this sort
of issue, she said, demands a sound
economic analysis which integrates all
the factors. In this analysis, water
should not be evaluated for its market
value alone, but also for its value to society as a whole. JT

research should make the relations
between these substances clearer. For
nederwiet it doesn’t make much difference, as the levels of cannibidiol it contains have stayed at 0.2 percent for
years.
Is it possible to implement the proposed
measures anyway?
In line with the Dutch policy of tolerance, the sale of dope in coffee shops is
accepted, but cultivation and wholesale
purchase are not. In this ambiguous situation, it is not easy for coffee shops to
guarantee the quality of their wares. If a
political solution to this problem can be
found, then there are few practical objections, according to Robert van Gorcom director of food safety institute Rikilt. His institute is already monitoring
the THC levels in hemp. The test can be
adjusted and used for dope. RR

9,6,21ǉǉ
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Arthur Mol, professor of Environmental Policy: ‘You
cannot of course meet the 21st century’s sustainability
challenges with deals of this kind. I don’t see any coalﬁred power stations being closed down, nor any stimulation of sustainable energy on anything like the scale
in Germany and Denmark, and I don’t see the Netherlands playing an active role in ensuring compliance
with international environmental agreements. We are
still behind.
The Netherlands would do better to copy German policy on environment and sustainability. There the government actively stimulates the development of sustainable energy. And China, for example, is doing so too.
There are enough examples of an active government
that takes the lead and doesn’t just facilitate. Is there a
lack of money or ambition? To some extent, they go together of course. If you don’t have any ambitions, there
is no money available either.
On the other hand it is good that we are seeing some
action and new initiatives in the ﬁeld of sustainability.
And that active citizens and companies implement sustainability. Certainly in a period when the government
doesn’t produce the goods. Because of this, the Green
Deals are a logical consequence of the low priority this
cabinet gives to sustainability and the lack of expertise
in this area in the ministries. They base their approach
on a new governance model in which the government
only facilitates while social actors steer developments.
Actually, progress on the environment has not been led
by the Dutch government for the past ten years. Any
progress is thanks to the European Union – without the
EU we would really have fallen on our faces in our environment and nature policy. But the absence of government does have one positive consequence: society is
becoming active, with companies and citizens taking
the reins in sustainable development. The Green Deals
capitalize on that potential.’ $6

3 52326,7,21
Scientiﬁc research often brings more
personal problems than solving social ones
Proposition at Yiannis Kourmpetis’ PhD ceremony on 4
October 2011
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dwarf birch, thinks Blok. The shade cast by the shrub keeps the soil
cool, and that cooling effect under
the shrub counteracts the warming effect, because of the increase in vegetation. ‘So there is a buffer, a kind of self-regulating mechanism in nature itself’, says Blok.

Tundra shrubs can obstruct permafrost thaw caused by climate
change. Daan Blok draws this surprising conclusion in his thesis
Shrubs in the cold, for which
he received his PhD early in October.
Blok researched how climate change affects the vegetation and the
permafrost on the Siberian tundra.
A warmer climate boosts plant
growth. This extra vegetation causes more solar energy to be absorbed at the earth’s surface, and some of this energy ends up in the
soil. In theory, the soil should then
thaw to a greater depth in summer.
This would be bad for the climate
as permafrost thaw releases a lot of
carbon dioxide and methane

PHOTO MONIQUE HEIJMANS

ð 6KDGHRIWKHGZDUIELUFKFRXQ
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which can speed up the greenhouse effect.
())(&72)6+$'(
However, this theory has to be adjusted in the light of Blok’s research on the effect of the dwarf
birch, the most common shrub on
the Siberian tundra, on the depth

of the thaw. He cleared all the
dwarf birches from small test
plots, monitored the thaw depth
throughout two summers and
measured the various energy ﬂows
between the atmosphere and the
soil. The result is surprising and
counter-intuitive: warming slows
the thaw. This is because of the

/,0,7
But this does not mean that the
permafrost is not vulnerable to climate change. ‘There is bound to be
a limit somewhere’, says Blok, taking the wind out of the sails of the
climate sceptics. ‘At some point
the vegetation will stop increasing
and the shade will no longer be able to compensate for the warming.
And anyway, there aren’t dwarf birches everywhere.’ About 40 percent
of tundra vegetation around the Siberian research station consists of
dwarf birch. Enough, says Blok, for
climate modellers to take it into
account in future. ‘The system is a
lot more complex than we
thought.’ 5.
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When we eat something, which
senses are stimulated and how do
our brains process that information? Human Nutrition wants to use
an MRI scanner to ﬁnd out how
people really experience food.
During the Food4You festival Researcher’s Night, researcher Gerry
de Jager showed how the ﬁrst experiments had produced interesting
results. For example, experimental
subjects say there is no difference
in sweetness between lemonade
with sugar and lemonade with
sweetener but their brains prefer
the lemonade with real sugar: the
reward centre in their brains is
much more active after drinking
this lemonade. Jager: ‘So the quesRESOURCE — 13 October 2011

tion is whether our brains are fooling themselves. Won’t people
eventually compensate to meet
their need for sugar? However, we
don’t yet have any indication of
that.’
62&,$//<$&&(37$%/(
Friesland Campina is interested in
food research using the MRI scanner, says Carine Ponne, the second
Researcher’s Night speaker. ‘At
present, we try to determine the
demand for new products mainly
through questionnaires and interviews but there is a gap between
what people say and what they do.
We hope to use MRI research as a
way of getting closer to consumers’
implicit motivations as the brain
scanner doesn’t give socially acceptable answers.’
She also points to the limitations of this method. ‘For instance,
the test situation in a scanner - ex-
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perimental subjects are lying and
hardly able to move their heads - is
not representative of a real life situation. Scanners are also expensive and so not suitable for large
groups of people.’ In the discussion that follows the talks, Jager acknowledges the MRI scanner’s li-

mitations. ‘The idea is not to
send hundreds of people through
the scanner whenever you want to
see whether a new product is catching on. We should use the
scanner to generate knowledge
that has broad relevance in nutrition research.’ $6P
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Our regular blogger Tom Rijntjes put the cat among the
pigeons. He asserted that Wageningen UR should not
change its headline about milk, comparing the complaints about it with the moves to rid Tintin in the Congo of its racism 80 years after publication. You don’t
rewrite history, that was Tom’s point. But his use of the
word ‘nigger’ sent the discussion in another direction
altogether.
‘Tom, I wouldn’t mind at all if you adjusted the headline of your blog. The word ‘nigger’ upsets me no
end!’ says 7KHD.XLMSHUV. Only to be attacked by a horde of responders for excessive political correctness.
1DEL gives them what for: ‘Just say that you enjoy a
bit of mild racism and that you don’t give a hoot
about other people and their position in society. What
do you stand for anyway?’ Well, JH is not happy to be
called a racist: ‘What you are now doing is to dismiss
me as a racist with words like ‘you are insensitive and
have no sympathy’. And so it went on, with 29 more
reactions, but nothing more
was said about milk. Pity,
Tom.

himself.’ She doesn’t think the salary will change
much in the coming year. Next, anonymous union
member $2%HU gets a few things oﬀ his chest: ‘still
that sickening greedy behaviour by managers without adequate regulation.’ The discussion then
shifts to the current round of pay negotiations. ‘And
then to think that the negotiations have stalled
because that big moneygrubber begrudges his staﬀ
even compensation for inﬂation’, says6KRSSLQJEDJ.
‘In the last round of negotiations he also targeted
the social components of the DLO CAO, and now he
is out to strip it almost bare.’

*$5%$*(&/$1
‘We must eat less meat’ was the proposition in the
last For and Against column. Yes, logical, thought
Marlies. Meat consumption is a burden on the environment and the earth. But to Jillis his beef steak is
among his rights, and he saw no need to defend his
choice. The battle went on in the reaction column.

',-.+8,=(1é66$/$5<

0DUOLHV claims that DLO institutions are not really so commercial at all. ‘So if you ask
me, Dijkhuizen doesn’t really
have a valid argument here
and is just trying to justify

ILLUSTRATION: ESTHER BROUWER

This month too: episode 2,345
of the soap ‘Aalt’s salary’. The
top salaries in higher education were published, and there
was board chairman Aalt Dijkhuizen heading the list again.
The only news was that Dijkhuizen has objected to his
being on the list at all. As he
also leads commercial DLO
institutions, it is only normal
that his salary is in line with
the market, says Wageningen
UR.

‘I don’t understand
your reaction – why
WKDWŊHUFHWRQHDQG
why do you react to
things I didn’t even
say?’ asks 0DUOLHV. ‘You
describe other people’s
personal reasons for
eating meat as ‘deploUDEOHé,ŊQGWKDW
schoolmarmish and I
don’t like that,’ replies
-LOOLV. A nice discussion
follows, with some
‘valuable’ input from
the KDUGZRUNLQJ 'XWFK
SHUVRQ too: ‘The same
so-called vegetarians
then go rummaging
through the garbage
cans at the Albert Heijn
to get themselves a
portion of free meat.
They just don’t want to
pay.’
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WELCOME

to the public arena
Bees, milk, intensive livestock farming, ritual slaughter… one way or
another, Wageningen research has come under ﬁre recently. Get used to
it, say those in the know both within and beyond Wageningen. It is the
price Wageningen must pay for its Science for Impact.
text: Albert Sikkema and Roelof Kleis / Illustration: Yvonne Kroese

G

one are the days when researchers quietly
submitted their reports to government to
help with policymaking. Nowadays, everyone and anyone has something to say about
research or the results it produces. And if
they don’t like the results, woe betide the scientist. Interest groups do not hesitate to blacken researchers’ names if they don’t agree with their results.
‘Research can come under ﬁre in situations where
knowledge is part of a political conﬂict’, says Barend van
de Meulen, head of department at the Rathenau Institute,
which promotes the formation of public opinion on science and technology. It is logical, says Van der Meulen,
that Wageningen UR ﬁnds itself facing these issues now.
‘Wageningen has a long tradition of socially relevant research, particularly in the agricultural sector. I think this
is to do with the social domain, in which you get many
contrasting perspectives on livestock and climate change.
And these are also sectors in which interest groups no longer accept what the business sector does. Take the current
public battle on milk production, for example.’
WHIPPED UP
True, says Cees van Woerkum, the Wageningen professor
of Communication strategies. ‘On the internet an anti-

milk front has been in action for some time. I regularly
point this out to the dairy industry: there is active opposition and you should look at it, because you don’t know
what sort of dynamics it could set in motion. These are expressions of social concerns that could be signiﬁcant.
Then they shrug and say: oh well, it will blow over. But that
is totally the wrong response. Shrugging it off is just not
on! People don’t accept it if you behave as if they are just
talking nonsense.’
‘Whipped up’, is nevertheless how Herman Eijsackers,
Chair of the Wageningen UR Ethics Committee, describes

‘Public opinion on sensitive issues is no longer
shaped in parliament but in the media’
the milk controversy. There was no real discussion of the
contents of the scientiﬁc article or the press release in
question, says Eijsackers. ‘People only object to the acclamatory headline. And to blow that up and suggest that it
brings science into disrepute is what I call stirring it up.’
But Eijsackers also remarks that ‘science in general has
fallen off its pedestal’. ‘Scientists used to belong to a distinguished elite and there was a blind faith in their re-
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search. Now you see another kind of exchange of information and everyone thinks they can ﬁnd out everything on
the internet, but there is no quality control there. The
crassest example was the cervical cancer vaccination scare
when one mother spread fear on the internet and undermined the Health Council’s campaign.’
PUBLIC OPINION FORMATION
Wageningen is not alone in coming under ﬁre, conﬁrms
Groningen professor of Media History, Huub Wijfjes.
‘Last year the virologist Ab Osterhaus was affected by it
too, when he advised stocking up on vaccines against the
Mexican ﬂu. He was then accused of having a link with the

vaccine supplier.’ According to Wijfjes, scientists are
being attacked with increasing frequency for representing
an interested party. ‘By interest groups with an interest of
their own. It is always about the interpretation of facts by
parties with a one-sided interest, who accuse the researcher of having an interest too. We know this from research
on media hypes.’
Wijfjes thinks that it does happen more often in Wageningen than elsewhere. ‘Because you work on socially sensitive subjects in the ﬁeld of agriculture and environment.
In that area you get a tug-of-war about the interpretation
of facts. Interest groups get involved in the debates and
defend their interests in the public arena. That arena is

CONTROVERSIAL RESEARCH
2011. ‘An advertising agency for the
dairy industry’

2011. Ritual
slaughter: ‘Mickey
Mouse research’

2003. Cockel
expert changes
his mind

Last month a meta-study on the relation
between drinking milk
and preventing cardiovascular disease came
under ﬁre. Dutch animal rights organization Wakker Dier called
the university an advertising bureau for
the dairy industry. The
bone of contention
was a press release
bearing the headline,
‘Drink your milk: still
good advice’ and outlining evidence that
milk could help prevent cardiovascular
disease. The campaigners suggested that
the milk industry
steers research results
in Wageningen.

In June 2011, the
Dutch animal rights
party Partij voor de
Dieren tabled a motion
to ban ritual slaughter
without anaesthetic.
After all, slaughter researcher Bert Lambooij had concluded
that animals suﬀer
during ritual slaughter. The Jewish and Islamic communities
were soon up in arms
against the proposal
and set their sights on
the ‘Mickey Mouse research’ done by Lambooij.
They challenged Wageningen UR in court,
but the judge saw no
reason to doubt the independence of the research.

Alterra research Bruno
Els was given a hard
time after presenting a
study on the causes of
bird deaths in the
Wadden Sea area. Ecologists believe that
shellﬁsh ﬁsheries have
deprived the birds of
their food source, but
researcher Ens initially
put the deaths down to
a decline in phosphate
levels. Ecologists and
the media were all
over him. In the end,
the expert adjusted
the conclusions in his
report: shellﬁsh ﬁsheries remain the main
culprit.
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2011: ‘Bee study
funded by Bayer’
‘University of Wageningen not independent
in its assessment of
bee deaths’, proclaimed the Vara TV programme Zembla in
March 2011. PRI bee
expert Tjeerd Blacquiere had pointed not at
a pesticide but at the
varroa mite as the
main cause of bee
deaths. That made him
suspect, said Zembla.
After all, Wageningen
does business with
Bayer, the producer of
the pesticide. This led
to questions in parliament as to whether
Wageningen doesn’t
dance a bit too much
to industry’s tune. Secretary of State Bleker
denied this. But his
ministry did commission research at Wageningen UR on the relation between imidacloprid and bee
deaths.

2006. ‘For elves,
call Wageningen’
‘For elves, call Wageningen’ ran a headline
in the Volkskrant in
2006. Wageningen UR
was doing research on
homeopathy, leylines
and energy channels in
the Bioveem project.
ASG researcher Ina
Pinxterhuis was supervising studies on
‘energy balancing’, a
way of identifying sick
cows using a pendulum and treating them
with homeopathic medicines against udder
infections. Thanks to
Bioveem, Wageningen
UR was twice nominated for the Master Kackadoris Prize, an antiprize awarded by the
Dutch anti-quackery
foundation.

2001. Doubts
about Foot &
Mouth case
In March 2001, Aldo
Dekker of ID Lelystad
observed foot & mouth
disease in a calf on
Rien Theunissen’s farm
in Kootwijkerbroek.
This conclusion is disputed to this very day.
The Foot & Mouth
Kootwijkerbroek foundation has started legal action against the
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature & Food and
Wageningen UR. A European court is even
being asked whether
ID Lelystad really had
the required capacities.
Dekker had to appear
before a parliamentary
hearing just last
spring.
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becoming more and more important. Public opinion on
sensitive issues is no longer shaped in parliament but in
the media.’
Wijfjes believes that interest groups concentrate on
creating images, with facts playing a secondary role. ‘More
and more people are joining in but that doesn’t usually go
beyond exchanging opinions, as opposed to establishing
the facts. It seems to be harder to read a report than to
send out a message calling it shameful. And then the more worthwhile, balanced news providers get buried under
all this. It is cause for concern, in my view.’
COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY
The Groningen professor point to the ‘whole industry’
that has grown up around the inﬂuencing of public opinion. ‘Knowledge institutions, provinces and municipal
councils have big public relations departments. And all
the interest groups nowadays have publicity ofﬁcers and
operate more and more professionally. The ratio has already reached one to ﬁve: for every journalist there are ﬁve
opinion-makers. When push comes to shove, all those organizations opt to defend their own interests. Scientists
should take this into account and adopt a communications strategy of their own.’
And it is precisely in this public arena that Wageningen
is not nearly involved enough, says Van Woerkum. He
feels that Wageningen has to a great extent stayed within
its own little world. ‘There is a social orientation, but it is
not all that strong. There should be more interaction with
parties in the outside world in order to be more attuned to
what is going on there. We are not always in touch with
how things are experienced by others. We should indeed
explore the intentions behind public opposition, and we
should be interested in it.’
CLARITY AND TRANSPARENCY
To Aalt Dijkhuizen, chair of the Executive Board at Wageningen UR, it is clear that ‘society is looking more critically
at our research’. ‘That is because our research matters.’
He sees the solution in even more clarity and transparency. ‘I think in this respect we should also make a clearer
distinction between university research and applied research. The bee research was clearly solution-oriented research; we are trying to help the sector get a bit closer to
ﬁnding solutions. Such research is not necessarily intended for publication in peer-reviewed journals, as is the
case with university research. We should make this quite
clear in our public communication. And we can also be
clearer about who the client is and what our reasons are
for doing a particular study.’
Dijkhuizen also thinks it should be made clearer what
kind of research is involved. ‘For example, in nutritional
research you have epidemiological research, which identiﬁes links between eating patterns and health. At this point
you have not established any causal relations, but you
form a hypothesis. You mustn’t draw conclusions from
this too quickly. Then there is also laboratory research for
testing a hypothesis, and ﬁeld work to identify the causal
relations in real life.’ According to Dijkhuizen, it is temp-

ting to draw far-reaching conclusions on the basis of epidemiological research. ‘Even if the researcher doesn’t aim
to do that, the journalist does. We should consistently state very clearly how hard our conclusions are, and then really stand by them. That clarity is essential.’
ANTENNAE
Researchers should also give more thought to how their
message might be interpreted, says Eijsackers. ‘The way
researchers get mauled in the media is quite a recent phenomenon. It ﬁts with a general hardening of communication styles in society. Perhaps we do need, after all, to work
towards some kind of quality control on information,
even on the internet.’
For professor of Communications Van Woerkum,
transparency is not enough, though. What is lacking, in
his view, is well-developed antennae for the outside world.
‘Take the topic of lab animals, for instance. There we say:

‘You should not just be transparent but
also be prepared to talk about it.
Wageningen still has a bit to learn about that’
just look, we stick to all the rules. But that is not what it is
about. The point is that people experience it quite differently. You should not just be transparent but also be prepared to talk about it. Wageningen still has a bit to learn
about that. What Wageningen lacks is a meeting point.
There used to be a place for that at the DLO greenhouses.
It was a mess, but it drew a lot of visitors. We badly need a
centre of that kind. Is there something in the news? Then
we meet there for a good discussion with the people concerned. Organize a debate straightaway: that should be
the reﬂex. And you should not shy away from controversies. You don’t all have to agree with each other all the
time. It is perfectly OK to show that researchers differ too.
Nowadays people don’t expect anything else.’
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SAY ‘CHEESE’
A tasty cube of Dutch cheese proﬀered by the cheery
Frau Antje was enough to persuade numerous international Wageningers to join the eﬀort to break the record
for the number of nationalities in one Ferris wheel
together. Part of the Food4You festival, the attempt on
the record brought in passengers from 30 diﬀerent countries. As there are 161 diﬀerent nationalities in Wageningen, it was ‘slightly disappointing’, admits Yvonne van
Wezik from Organisatiebureau Wageningen. ‘But then it
was miserable weather on Friday evening. I can imagine
people preferred to stay at home. I’m sure we’d have had
more people if it had been a warm evening.’ The attempt
will be reported to the Guinness Book of Records, neverGvC, foto Bart de Gouw
theless.
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Mature students

NEVER TOO OLD
Mature students are fanatical, exceptionally
motivated and know exactly what they are aiming
for. Who are these older students and what are
they hoping to ﬁnd in the lecture halls at their age?
Resource looked some of them up.
text: Mariska van den Berg, Ruben Higler / photos: Guy Ackermans, Hoge Noorden

Name: Hendrik van der Honing (64)
Degree: MSc in Organic Agriculture

‘I want to do something for people, society and
the environment’

Name: Wout van Orten-Luiten (52)
Degree: MSc in Nutrition and Health

‘My grandchildren thought it rather strange that Granddad was starting school in September as well. Then I explained that Granddad thinks it is important to keep developing intellectually and that I am motivated by my urge to
do something for people, society and the environment. A
kind of modern-day Calvinist. It is nothing new to me to
be older than other students; when I started the Environmental Protection course at Wageningen in 1975 I had already been working for ten years. I was probably one of the
few married students and I was certainly the only one with
a child seat on my bike.
I worked for many years in various jobs but I still had
these burning questions. Why is biodiversity in decline?
Why is there hunger in the world? I decided to return to
college to consider these questions in more depth. There
are enormous differences between then and now - a
course with ﬁfty students
and twenty different nationalities, wonderful! All these students are incredibly
motivated and are full of
good ideas. The ﬁeld has
evolved and the amount of
knowledge has grown. For
instance, in the past we didn’t know that the base ammonia acidiﬁes the soil,
whereas now that is basic
knowledge.’
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‘Fellow students were shocked by my age’
‘I always wanted to be a vet, but when I graduated I was
disappointed with the results I was able to achieve in my
practice, especially with animals suffering from chronic
diseases. I kept taking refresher courses and found out
more about alternative treatments. This way I discovered
you can do far more with nutrition than I had ever learnt at
Utrecht. After wavering for a long time, I ﬁnally decided to
go for the Human Nutrition and Health degree at Wageningen. Because when I reach eighty I don’t want to think:
“Why didn’t I do it then?”
It was an enormous change, especially in the ﬁrst year.
I had had my own practice for years and now all of a
sudden I was a student who had to study books. I had to
cut back on my social life as not only did I have my study
and all the travelling, I also had a family that needed my
attention. It did feel strange the ﬁrst time in a lecture
room. Fellow students were shocked by my age at ﬁrst.
But now I too get my e-mails and text messages with invites.
A lot has changed since I studied veterinary science.
In the past you had to do everything by hand and it took
ages to ﬁnd information about a single subject. Now you
just start up your computer. That certainly took some getting used to for me but I really enjoy learning new things.
And what do I want to do when I graduate? I still have no
idea.’
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TO LEARN
‘My grandchildren thought it
rather strange that Granddad
was starting school as well’

Name: André Eshuis (54)
Degree: Coastal and Marine Management (full-time) and
Sustainable Water Technology (part-time) at VHL
Leeuwarden

‘I have been a carpenter, nurse and software
developer’

Name: Evelyne van Dongen (46)
Degree: MSc in Management Economics and Consumer
Studies

‘They prefer to choose someone their own age’
‘This is not my ﬁrst time to study in Wageningen. In 1987
I got an HBO degree in Facility Management and went to
work for a bank. After my pregnancy I did a gardening
course and that is how I ended up as a teacher in secondary vocational education. However, I noticed I needed more
of an intellectual challenge. I was particularly interested
in what direction the Netherlands should take, which is
why eventually I would like to work in policy after completing this degree.
I teach about four days a week in addition to my studies. That requires considerable perseverance and smart
scheduling because the system really isn’t set up to cater
for part-time studies. Fortunately I have the full support of
my family. My daughters in particular think it’s great. I
had really had enough in the summer and would have liked to stop but they persuaded me to keep going. That is
also one of the reasons why I am doing this: I want to set a
good example to my daughters.
I am used to being among younger people through my
teaching. I don’t feel old when I’m with my pupils nor
when I’m at the university. I do see that my fellow students
sometimes have difﬁculty with it. For instance, recently I
did a Bachelor’s module and we had to form study groups.
Then they prefer to choose someone their own age, but really I am just as inexperienced as they are.’

‘My decision to go back to university this year was partly inspired by my children: they are open to new experiences and are full of wonder about the world. My
ﬁrst university experience was a foundation year in
philosophy at the VU University Amsterdam. I have
had lots of different jobs since then, including working as a carpenter, nurse and software developer. I
think it is important to keep developing and to maintain your capacity to marvel at things. My choice of degree was based on my interest in this ﬁeld but also on
its wider signiﬁcance for society. The sea is something
we know little about. Even so, we are still polluting it
and as a result, much of the sea’s potential is being
lost. The sea should be a source of life, energy, food
and beauty.
I am struck by the changes over the years in how knowledge is transmitted. In the past it was mainly a question
of listening but now the emphasis is on interaction.
Younger students are
sometimes surprised
to see an older student
but they soon get used
to it. I don’t think there is a direct link
between age and wisdom. I think it is important to follow your
heart when choosing a
course as that way you
get enthusiastic professionals.’

Lifelong learning
So-called ‘lifelong learning’ was a particular obsession of the former Minister of Education, Ronald Plasterk. He thought
it was unfair for people
aged thirty or older to
have to pay higher tuition
fees. So he abolished that
restriction and paid for it
by getting rid of the funding for a second degree.
These measures came into
eﬀect last year and this
year respectively.
However, that has not yet
led to a rush of mature
students. There are currently 13 people aged 50
or above studying at Wageningen University, mainly Master’s students. That
is hardly any diﬀerent to
the past ﬁve years. They
are to be found doing various degree courses. There
are 37 people over 50 at
Van Hall Larenstein. Most
of the students at the applied science university
are doing a part-time
course.
One reason given for the
lack of mature students taking courses at Wageningen UR is the small number of part-time degrees.
Various faculties are now
looking to see whether
they can do something
about that.
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Many hands
make light work
More and more ‘ordinary people’ are recording scientiﬁc observations:
crowdsourcing is gaining ground as a source of valuable data. And
Wageningen scientists are in on the action. ‘People are keeping a critical
eye on the transparency of processes. Which stimulates participation.’
text: Rob Ramaker / illustration: Petra van Berkum

I
Just picture it:
volunteers
slogging through
the woods,
driven by
enthusiasm
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n 2007, Hanny van Arkel was the ﬁrst to spot a new
heavenly body. The ‘object’, as she called it, is probably a thin cloud of gas that glows green. It was a sensational discovery, but that is only half the story. Because Hanny is not an astronomer but a maths teacher
from Heerlen who identiﬁes constellations in online photos in her spare time. Together with an army of volunteers,
she is building up a database which scientists are grateful
to make use of.
This kind of outsourcing of work to the anonymous
general public is known in the latest webspeak as crowdsourcing. The process is aided by new media such as twitter, smartphones and wikis, and the most prominent
exemplar is the crowd-written encyclopaedia Wikipedia.
The scientiﬁc community is not lagging behind, as researchers increasingly often get laymen to collect or interpret data. Not least in Wageningen. In fact, Wageningen
scientists were enlisting the help of the general public
long before the rise of the internet, and have made a
smooth transition to the digital age.
Take Alterra researcher Leen Moraal, for example. Moraal studies the way animal pests spread. He’s never heard
the fashionable term crowdsourcing, but his group has
been making use of observations recorded by amateurs
since 1946. ‘I have around 450 volunteers,’ says Moraal.
‘Most of them manage forests and urban green areas.
They report cases of damage and animal pests they come
across in the course of a day’s work.’ These data are an ideal means of recognizing trends. In 1991, for example, he
was the ﬁrst to record the presence of the oak processionary caterpillar. But the cards that had been used since just

after the war have now given way to the internet, and he
hopes soon to bring out an app for smartphones. ‘It would
be marvellous to be able to study this at an even ﬁner level
of detail.’
NATURE CALENDAR
So the crowdsourcing strategy is not new, but it is a booming business in the research world. ‘It is growing and
speeding up’, indicates Arnold van Vliet, associate professor of Environmental Systems Analysis. No other Wageningen researcher makes such intensive use of crowdsourcing as he does. With the help of well over 8,000 volunteers and hundreds of school students over the past ten
years, his Nature Calendar has been tracking the timing of
natural phenomena such as the ﬂowering of the horse
chestnut. This provides interesting data for studies of the
effects of climate change, to give but one example. Van
Vliet has a rapidly growing number of observation websites. There is Allergieradar, which collects reports of hay
fever symptoms, and there is Splashteller, where motorists record the number of insects that have ‘splashed’ onto their number plates.
Other researchers voice their dreams of establishing
such networks. Martin Herold, professor of Remote Sensing, hopes to make use of crowdsourcing in new research
on land use. ‘In remote sensing you work with satellite data’, explains Herold. ‘From space you can easily see when
land use changes, but you cannot see how. For Wageningen, that’s easy: I just go outside and look. So you have to
be on the spot.’ Herold would very much like a network of
volunteers who could supplement his satellite data with
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local information, making it much more interesting. He is
launching a pilot project this year to see if it works.
Herold is optimistic about the future potential of
crowdsourcing. There is an increasing amount of cheap
but powerful technology available to the general public.
Thanks to smartphones, you can take photos everywhere
you go and locate yourself using GPS. ‘New sensors are
becoming more and more accessible too. Take microphones for noise pollution, laser distance meters and soil
humidity meters’, says Herold. Once you have your data
you can send it instantly through an internet connection.
These are all developments of the last ten or even ﬁve
years. Herold feels that the zeitgeist works in favour of this
brave new world too. ‘People keep a critical eye on the
transparency of processes. They want open governments,
open data and free information. That stimulates participation.’
MOTIVATION
But what motivates people in the ‘crowd’ to work without
pay? Fame such as that gained by Hanny van Arkel is only
for the happy few. Besides the zeitgeist, Herold thinks the
type of research plays an important role. Research on innovations and change, for example, appeals to the public.
‘And people are also interested in their own locality. The
ﬁrst thing they look up on Google Earth is their own
house.’ And then there are a number of subjects which always raise a lot of enthusiasm, such as nature and birds.
But, says Arnold van Vliet, ‘it is not easy to motivate volunteers’. In spite of the appealing and highly visible subject, the success of the Nature Calendar did not come by it-

self, he says. ‘We work very hard to keep people motivated.
Many scientists do not realize what goes into this, how
creative you have to be.’ In order to recruit observers, Van
Vliet publicizes his results in many different media, which
is a time-consuming task. Another of his secrets is that he
takes his public very seriously. His research themes, such
as hay fever or Lyme’s disease, are also partially decided by
the wider society. And to very good effect. The network
provides Van Vliet with the data to continuously pose new
scientiﬁc questions and get results.
LIMELIGHT
Asked how long the ‘crowd’ can keep up its interest, Van
Vliet expresses astonishment. ‘There is not the slightest
sign of a loss of interest. In fact I even see great potential
for growth.’ And yet doubts about motivation are not just
plucked from the air. Wikipedia announced a lull in interest earlier this year. But Herold, too, largely dismisses
this point, saying there is not so much left to write about
on Wikipedia. ‘Crowdsourcing is not going to disappear.’
It does have other limitations though, according to
Herold. ‘Crowdsourcing is applicable to certain selected
themes. Not everyone can do it.’ Van Vliet is a good deal
more optimistic on this point. In his view it is all a matter
of clear explanation and cultivating motivation. ‘We even
get volunteers to collect ticks every month. That is hard
work and has to be done according to strict guidelines.’
You can just picture it. Anonymous volunteers slogging
through the woods, driven by their enthusiasm. In the hope that one day, like Hanny, they will ﬁnd themselves in
the limelight.

UNRELIABLE
AMATEURS
There is still a fair bit of
scepticism around about
crowdsourcing. Data collected by amateurs is thought
by some to be less reliable
than that of professionals.
But the experts disagree,
certainly when it comes to
large-scale trends in the recorded observations.
Moraal indicates that he
uses the data in all his publications and reports. Van
Vliet is ﬁrm too: ‘The data
really is very usable; it is
just like your own data. A
great deal has been published, based on it, right up to
articles in Nature.’ He himself wants to take it a step
further. ‘Sometimes the
knowledge of our volunteers is far more extensive
than the ﬁeld knowledge of
biologists. At university
they only get limited ﬁeld
training, whereas amateurs
train for years.’
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UNSATISFACTORY
Students at Fontys University of Applied Sciences
get to give their teachers grades. And it really makes
a diﬀerence to the teachers because from now on
they must keep their average at a 7 or above, or risk
being ﬁred. Would it be a good idea to bring this in
at Wageningen University and Van Hall Larenstein?
text: Linda van der Nat and Rob Goossens / illustration : Kito

André van Lammeren
Plant cell biologist and Teacher of the Year in 2010:
‘It strikes me as dangerous to make
this the main criterion in evaluating
teachers. Of course, in education as
elsewhere, ‘the customer is king’,
but you shouldn’t take that too far.
Students’ views can provide a stimulus and a direction. But to dismiss a
teacher on the basis of a poor evaluation would be going
too far for me.’

Joanne Davidson
Applied Animal Sciences VHL
‘A minimum score for teachers would
certainly be a good plan. I myself have had a few teachers who really were
not great. And what I thought was a
great pity was that very good teachers
had to be ﬁred at one point. Why not
select on the basis of quality in that
case? One problem is that teachers who teach a difﬁcult
and dull subject will often score lower than those who
teach fun subjects. That is a problem that it is difﬁcult to
compensate for, I think.’

Willemijn Sneller
student party VeSte:
‘VeSte has its doubts about giving
students the ﬁnal word in the evaluation of teachers. In a small group,
one dissatisﬁed student can quickly
have a big inﬂuence on the end result. But we would like to see some
improvements to the present sys-
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tem. Now it is primarily student satisfaction that is tested,
whereas you should also assess the quality of the teacher.
What we do need to know is whether the university really
uses the student evaluations to improve the teaching. So it
is very important for students to carry on ﬁlling in the evaluation forms.’

Richard Verkerk
student of Garden and Landscape Design, VHL Velp:
‘Student evaluations should be given
much more weight in the performance evaluations of teachers, but
whether they should be given the
greatest weighting is of course another question. After all, a student’s
opinion of a teacher does not always
have anything to do with the teacher’s qualities in the
classroom. But if it ever comes to this, then I am in favour
of equal treatment between teachers and students. As
long as students can get a 5.5, the same should go for the
teachers of course!’

Robin Kraaij
student member of participational council (MR) at VHL:
‘I do think teachers should be evaluated according to measurable criteria, such as giving grades in good
time. But you should tread carefully
with the subjective, non-measurable
side of the story. If a teacher happens
to make an unpopular but necessary
decision, there is a big chance of suddenly getting a much
low grade. By the same token, teachers who are not very
good at teaching but are popular with the students could
easily get grades they don’t deserve.’

Pim Brascamp
director Education Institute:
‘As a general rule I notice that the
evaluations are taken seriously. They
are used to really improve the teaching, and that is their role, for me.
In the tenure track procedure, teacher evaluations and course evaluations do play a role, by the way, but in
my experience the committees that discuss the candidates are rightly cautious in their use of them. In short,
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the simplistic Fontys 7 benchmark is not something we
want.’

Pascal ten Have
chair of the National Students’ Union:
‘Some courses are just not fun, they
are difﬁcult and you have to work
hard to pass them. If the teacher
then gets a low grade, you cannot
hold that against them. But of course
the plan is a step in the right
direction.’(HOP)

Martijn Hoolsema
First year, Forest and nature Management, VHL
‘Good idea, that would be in the students’ interests in any case. I’ve only
been on my programme a month
and in that time I haven’t come
across any teachers who don’t make
the grade. But at my secondary
school there were a couple of teachers I would have liked to send to the management for a
talking-to.’

Ignas Heitkonig
Associate professor at the Resource Ecology Group:
‘Evaluations can be a useful means
of improving education, as long as
they are set up with explicit aims and
are only used to those ends, are clearly explained when they are ﬁlled in,
are statistically conclusive, and are
not ﬁlled in anonymously. The current WU evaluation system does not meet these criteria. It
is certainly bizarre to treat evaluations of the content or
setup of a course as an examination result for a teacher.’

Robert Li
second year, MSc Food Technology (China)
‘It is good that students get the
chance to evaluate their teachers.
But it is going too far to make it compulsory for teachers to score a 7 or
above. With a system like that you
run the risk that teachers don’t improve the content of their lectures

but try to score well by other means, such as giving less
homework or higher grades. Then you get happy, but less
capable, students. In China it works in roughly the same
way as here, although the evaluations have a more symbolic meaning because students don’t believe their opinions
make any difference. Teachers, especially those with many years of experience, are not at all open to criticism.
What is more, students are apathetic. Once they pass their
exam, they don’t consider it their business to help improve the course. They just don’t want to spend time on
something they consider ‘irrelevant’.’

Marie Fidjeland
Master’s in Landscape Architecture (Norway)
‘Evaluations are important for teachers so they can improve. But I think
ﬁring them is very drastic. After all,
students can allow their evaluations
to be affected by someone’s personality, whereas that is a separate issue.
What is more, it could make teachers
tend to try to make themselves popular, whereas they
should really be critical. I have only been in Wageningen a
month, but my ﬁrst impression of the teachers is good.
They are just as relaxed and informal as in Norway. I was
afraid it would be more German-style: strict and hierarchical.’
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From refugee to biotechnologist

A well-earned degree

Maryam Amini (33) ﬂed from Iran to the Netherlands in
2005. Far from her family, she graduated this year from
Wageningen University. On 15 October she will be feted
for this by minister Leers.

Maryam Amini: ‘I just had to leave, it
was no longer safe for me.’

tekst: Linda van der Nat / foto: Guy Ackermans

Back in 2005 it looked for a
while like the start of an Iranian
Spring. It was a period of modest
political reforms, whose effect was
felt at the universities too. At that
time, Maryam Amini belonged to a
group of students who organized
lectures and meetings about politi-
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cal and social issues. ‘It was usually about the rights of women and
children, subjects which sometimes conﬂict with Islamic law’,
she explains. For this reason the
group eventually attracted the attention of the authorities. Six years
later, she still ﬁnds it difﬁcult to

talk about it. ‘Many terrible things
happened’, she says hesitantly. ‘I
would rather not say any more
about it. I just had to leave; it was
no longer safe for me.’
Together with her father, she
took a plane to the Netherlands.
She ended up in an asylum-see-

kers’ reception centre near Eindhoven. Her mother, three sisters
and two brothers stayed behind in
Iran. ‘I miss my family very much.
Luckily they are doing ﬁne, and we
speak regularly on the phone. My
brothers and sisters are not politically active like I was, although
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Minister congratulates refugee students
On 15 October, Maryam Amina and 200 other refugee students will be
congratulated by minister of Integration Gerd Leers and UAF chair
Ruud Lubbers, at a graduate ceremony held by UAF. The association for
refugee students UAF helps refugees and asylum-seekers with advice
and information during the course of their studies, as well as with ﬁnancial support.
There are currently ﬁve refugee students at Wageningen University and
one at Van Hall Larenstein.

they are proud of me.’ The ﬁrst few
years in the Netherlands were
hard. ‘After all I had been through,
I was happy that everything was
calm now. But every day I had the
uncertainty as to whether I could
stay here. Only in 2008 did I get a
residence permit.’
SOMETHING TO DO
In the Netherlands, Maryam started to learn Dutch straightaway,
ﬁrst at the University of Maastricht
and then at the ROC college of
further education in Utrecht,
where she also passed exams in
biology, chemistry and physics.
Then she got in touch with the
UAF, the association for refugee
students. ‘While I was still in the
application procedure as a refu-

‘The day I heard that I
could come and study
here was one of
the most important
moments of my life!’
gee, I was not allowed to work but I
could study. So then I didn’t have
to stay at home all day. Refugees
who come here are very vulnerable.
You have to have something to do,
otherwise your energy drains away
and you get depressed. Studying
can help you put your energy into
good things. And it also helps you
get to know the country better. I
am grateful to the Netherlands
that I got the opportunity to study
here.’
With the help of the UAF, Maryam was admitted to Wageningen
University, where she embarked
on the Master’s in Plant Biotech-

nology. ‘The day I heard that I
could come and study here was
one of the most important moments in my life! It meant I could
start building a future here in the
Netherlands. I read my letter of admission two or three times before I
believed it. Then I phoned my mother immediately.’
POLITICALLY ACTIVE
The ﬁrst year was tough. ‘I was a
Master’s students so I was expected to have adequate background
knowledge. But the method of teaching is very different here. In
Iran, where I had studied agricultural science, there is a lot of theory and very few practical assignments. There is not much equipment and what there is, is old. In
Wageningen techniques are used
that I didn’t even know existed!’
Nonetheless, Maryam felt at home
in Wageningen from the start. ‘The
atmosphere here is very unique,
and so international. I am not the
only student who is far from
home.’
Maryam graduated in April. She
lives with her husband and fouryear-old son in Ede. ‘My husband
is Iranian too; we met at the asylumseekers’ centre. He is now studying
in Utrecht and works evening and
night shifts to support us. It is
tough for him, so I am very proud
of him.’ They are still politically active together. ‘We have contacts in
Iran and try to send in information
through them. We want to change
the situation, but without violence.
The regime in Iran is so brutal that
a revolution would lead to a civil
war like in Libya.’

Societies are growing.
Or are they?
Has it or has it not been a good
year for the Wageningen
student societies? The Wageningen social clubs are keeping
their growth stats painstakingly
secret. The only clear report of
a big rise in members is for
rowing club Argo.
One thing is certain - the major
societies had a fairly large number of applicants. Especially SSRW, which registered an all-time
high of 175 students. However,
there were less positive reports
coming from student society circles after the introductory period:
apparently, far more candidates
than usual dropped out. There
has been some speculation that
perhaps the recruitment campaigns were too enthusiastic,
with more students changing
their minds later as a result. The
growth in members could well be
far less impressive than anticipated.
JOINT STATEMENT
But the societies are not willing
to conﬁrm these reports. The
four big Wageningen societies

have issued a joint statement
saying – in a rather student-like
fashion – that the stats are meant
for ‘discussing in the pub, not
publishing in some university
magazine.’
ROWING CLUB POPULAR
The sports clubs are less secretive; they say they are doing well.
Rowing club Argo already had
210 members and has now added
another 170 or so. This puts Argo
in line with the national trend
whereby combined sports and social clubs are increasing in popularity. ‘The reason for this is not
entirely clear,’ says Argo’s Anne
Jansen. ‘But it seems that the
Halbe levy is making students
keen to combine different aspects of their social lives.’ The rowing club does not yet have a waiting list but the Argo facilities can
get quite busy, says Jansen. ‘It is a
real challenge arranging coaching for the new members and
allotting times for the boats. But
we manage.’ Other sports clubs,
such as WaHo and Tarlétos, have
also reported an increase in
membership numbers. AvL

Argo rowing club recruiting during the AID.
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PARADE

RECORD

So, have you done any valorizing today? Or aren’t you really into
valorization? You can measure that now on the ‘relevance meter’
(rathenau.nl/relevantiewijzer). The test is a bid to recruit scientists for
the Valorization parade to take place in Utrecht on 1 November. A sort of
Gay Pride for valorizers.

A week has gone by and the riddle is not solved yet. Neutrinos that are
faster than light. That it is possible is perhaps not too surprising. After
all, records are made to be broken. But how on earth do they know that
they are measuring precisely those neutrinos that were ﬁred about 700
kilometres away?

Possible fresh start for WSO

There is a chance that the Wageningen Student Organization WSO
may pick up the thread again next
year, says its former chairperson
Karmijn van den Berg. The interim
management of the WSO is hol-

ding discussions with various parties to draw up a plan for the future of the student union. The former board threw in the towel
mid-August after been unable to
recruit new board members. ‘We
got a lot of reactions when we
stopped’, says Van den Berg. And
since then, she says, a number of
people have made it known that
they are prepared to take a seat on
the board. ‘We have had exploratory talks with them. But it’s too

soon to say whether this will lead
to applications’, says Van den
Berg.
MERGER
Meanwhile, talks about a merger
have also been held between WSO
and the student party PSF, reports
PSF member Derek Pan. Quite
apart from the question of whether
the parties see eye to eye, ﬁnances
play a role too, says Pan. ‘Both organizations are funded by the uni-

versity. What would that mean if
they merged? Would the university allow that?’
But Karmijn van den Berg
stresses that the game is not over.
‘No decision has been made yet,
and nothing has been discussed
with the members. It could turn
out that none of it is feasible in
the end. I will be able to say more
in a couple of weeks.’ LvdN

FOR AND AGAINST
Proposition: It is right for the Dutch government to cut its development
aid budget. There are better ways of spending the money

MARLIES: Even if the economy is in a bit of a dip, this is still one of the
wealthiest countries in the world. And a vast majority of the population
doesn’t have to worry about their basic survival needs. But not all of the
world’s population can take meeting these needs for granted. It seems
logical to me that if you have to make savings, you spare the most vulnerable groups. Of course the money should be well spent; in the past
it became clear that by no means all the efforts were effective. If you ask
me, knowledge about exactly how another society works is crucial to
determining what kind of aid will really have an impact.
In other words, be critical of development aid, but don’t cut its budget.
Because we are talking about people who are a lot worse off than us in
the Netherlands.

JILLIS RESPONDS: The fact that Holland is rich is down to our culture
and attitude in which self-reliance, a trading spirit and entrepreneurship are central. In short: we just tackle things better that developing
countries. In any case, Africa will not beneﬁt at all if we keep on pampering the continent. It is time they became self-reliant there too.
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JILLIS: It is not just in these times of economic malaise that it is good
for spending on development aid to be cut; in any case not another cent
should be spent through the traditional method of delivering development aid. This method – an appeal to donate via giro account 555, followed by sending sacks of food and money, only to start all over again
three months later – doesn’t help these countries get any further at all.
Firstly, these countries never learn to stand on their own two feet. And
the fact that this is perfectly possible is demonstrated by enterprising
characters in places like Kenya, who do manage to produce plenty of
food. Secondly, aid supplies are often conﬁscated by rebels – in Somalia
by the charming Islamist Al-Shabaab – so they can blackmail the population with them. And yet money is still being thrown away on such aid,
both by government and by private parties. As for the latter, it’s up to
them if they are so naïve as to support terrorism and dependence, but I
expect something else from the state.

MARLIES RESPONDS: There are also projects which, instead of just sending money and food, ask for input from the local population, thus stimulating self-reliance. In fact what you are saying is that SOME types of
aid are not effective, and the money CAN end up in the wrong hands, so
we should just do nothing. Don’t you think that’s a bit short-sighted?

PHOTOS: BART DE GOUW

Things are stirring at WSO again.
New candidates for the board
have turned up and the possibility of a merger with PSF has
raised its head. Is a reincarnation
in the oﬃng?
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IMPACT
It may well be the nicest part of Food4You: the World Championship in
cooking sprouts (www.championshipsproutscooking.com). Or: how can
you prepare these ‘green balls of ﬁre’ in a way that has even children
licking their lips? Friday in Veenendaal. The best recipe will be put on the
website at the end of the day. Now that really is Science for Impact!

PHOTO: GUY ACKERMANS

WIND
Always wanted a windmill? Well, you can have one now. The Windcentrale (www.windcentrale.nl) plans to build wind turbines for cooperatives
formed by citizens. For a wind share of 400 euros you can expect about
500 kWh of electricity. That’s if the wind blows hard enough, of course.
The aim is to increase public support for wind energy. And that’s not just
hot air.

CHEAP DRILLS Under the watchful eye of laughing referee Jetse Stoorvogel, two teams in the National Soil-drilling championships bore a hole in
the ground as fast as they can. As many as 77 teams (students, departments and companies) put their best feet forward last week in the Dutch
championships, organized for the 13th time by Pyrus, the study association for Soil, water and atmosphere. In the photo, VHL newcomers ‘Deep
Impact’ are competing against the girls of ‘Tlasverdi’. The ﬁnal winner of the championship was ‘Het Klokhuis’, a student house in Wageningen.
LvdN
Daniel Kunne of the Soil-drilling committee looks back on a successful day: ‘It was terribly hectic, busy and chaotic, but great fun.’

GRADUATION PROJECT IN THE CINEMA
What kind of a ﬁlm is it?
‘It is a graduation project for my Forest and Nature
Conservation degree. It is in response to the debate
about the welfare of large herbivores in the Oostvaardersplassen nature area. We show the differences
between a farmer, the Oostvaardersplassen forestry ofﬁcer and a hunter in their views on how to deal with
animals.’

Who? Christoph Janzing
What? Filmed ‘Under the
animal’s skin’ (together
with Stefan Sand)
Why? Premiere on 31 October,
8.30 p.m. in Movie W

Do you take sides?
‘No, we deliberately do not. You can’t say only one of
them is right as all three have something to say. How do
they deal with killing animals, what are their standards,
values and beliefs, why do they do what they do?’

Controversial images?
‘Yes, there are some unsettling images. We accompanied a hunter shooting a wild boar, we show a
cow being slaughtered and we went into the Oostvaardersplassen with a nature manager to shoot a
weakened animal.’
What does the title mean?
‘The people featured in the ﬁlm try to get ‘under
the animal’s skin’ to justify how they deal with animals. All three have their own ideas about what animals feel at a particular point.’ RK
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The Rondeel barn.

CHICKEN AND EGG SITUATION
Food4you is drawing to a close. And a festival like this should go out with a
bang. The ﬁnal ﬂourish will take place tomorrow (Friday 14 October) and
Saturday in Barneveld. As the latest newcomer to the expanding food festival Barneveld enters the fray with World Egg Days. The humble egg should
have its day, after all. And it gets it on the second Friday in October: World
Egg Day, which is marked especially in Asian countries. But Barneveld has
been joining in for the last four years. To keep the Netherlands, with Barneveld as the epicentre, on the map as the chicken and egg centre of the
world. On Friday evening, top chef Huub Oudshoorn will be serving free
snacks on the Torenplein, to the sound of the Barre Bloazers. Towards nine o’clock there will be ﬁreworks from the old church tower. On Saturday,
ﬁfteen large egg farms in the area will hold an open day (for addresses see
www.wereldeidagen.nl). A golden opportunity to nose around the Rondeel
chicken barn at the Brandsen family’s farm, or the egg-packing station Eicom. Eggy snacks will be served in Barneveld’s shopping centre too, and
three shanty choirs will provide musical entertainment. At the foot of the
old church tower, there will be children’s games and the Oompah band
De Struisvogels. A far cry from the siege which provoked a historic leap
RK
from this church tower in the 15th century.

>> THE WORKS
UDDER HEALTH
IN CANADA
Who? Karin Meijer (fourth year, Animal and Livestock Science, VHL)
What? Internship
Where? University of Guelph in Canada
Why? Research on udder health
‘The preventive side of udder health among dairy cows is becoming
more and more important. Antibiotic use in the Netherlands has got to
go down, and that goes for our farm at home too. So that makes udder
health a very interesting topic for me. Here in Canada I can carry out my
own research. I mainly work independently and can plan for myself
when I process which data. No two days are the same.
I am monitoring the standing and lying behaviour of cows on ﬁve dairy
farms using sensors. I look at the effect it has on the cell count (the
number of white blood cells per millilitre of milk), and thereby also on
udder health. Cows with an udder infection produce milk with a raised
cell count. Milk production is taken into account in the research as
well. I hope that it will produce results that can help improve udder
health through preventive measures. Because the research will be
published in a professional journal.
I did my farm internship in Canada too, so I already knew the country a
little. Canadian livestock farmers are very fanatical and there’s a lot to
be learned from them. It is a pity the distances are so vast. You cannot
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just hop on your bike to get to the station, or take a short bus ride. So
you do everything by car. Even getting cash from an ATM: a lot of
them are drive-in. Some things strike me as quite American, like the
way they drive big cars here, drink coffee at Tim Horton’s, do their
shopping at massive supermarkets and love doughnuts.
I would like to send a message to Resource readers: if you get the
chance to go abroad, go! Even if it seems a bit scary at ﬁrst, what with
another language and the unknown factors. You learn so much from
VH
it!
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in memoriam

and her family, friends and colleagues. Our thoughts are with
them.
On behalf of the Laboratory of
Food Chemistry,
Rob Hamer and Harry Gruppen

PAN <<
Dutch
There is an unwritten agreement that in the Westerners’ eyes all
the Chinese look the same. After attending a Dutch language
course under the name of an absent Chinese student (whose initials are QH) on Tuesday night, I think it is probably true. Thanks
to QH’s absence, I enjoyed the experience of a Dutch course for
free.
It was a beautiful mistake. I had planned to inform the teacher
that I wanted to be an auditor during the course. But she mistook
me for the Chinese guy in that course, who was coincidently absent. My wicked instinct kept me from telling her the truth. Instead I used the mistake to integrate into the course.
The course was called Dutch II. From 19.15 to 20.45, the whole
class was conducted in Dutch by a good-natured lady. We practised describing appearances as a warming-up. One had to use
several sentences to describe his or her deskmate. This was followed by a listening exercise. First the teacher played a doggerel
verse on the computer and then explained some minutiae of the
text. During the break the teacher recommended several websites
for learning Dutch.
After the break came the poetry recitation; one by one, three students from Portugal, Czech Republic and Indonesia presented a
poem in their mother tongue, and explained it afterwards in
Dutch. I was so enthusiastic that I wanted to perform a Chinese
poem. ‘No, don’t be so active Derek, you will get QH into trouble
when he’s back next time,’ my Indonesian deskmate Aris stopped
me when I was going to ask for permission. His reminder nearly
made me burst out laughing: I almost forgot I was just a phony
QH. ‘He is a bit quiet, not like you,’ Aris said, saving us from trouble.
It was a productive 90 minutes. Beforehand I heard some rumors
about the high price and bad quality of this Dutch course. When I
tested the water myself, however, I found it exceptionally wellprepared but also interesting. What’s more, I found it an advantage to be Chinese, thanks to the Europeans’ incapacity to tell
two Asians apart. Finally, I just hope everything will go well with
Pan Deli
QH’s Dutch study.

Eva Maria Castro Prada
On September 28th the terrible
news reached us that Eva Castro
has passed away.
Eva (15-2-1974) was a PhD student
at the Laboratory of Food Chemistry, employed in the framework of
the TIFN project on Crispy/crunchy
behaviour of cellular solids.
Eva started as a PhD in August
2003 and performed her work at
Food and Biobased Research. Eva
embarked on the diﬃcult topic of
combining acoustic and mechanical measurements to characterise
the crispy/crunchy features of
cellular solids (like rusks (‘beschuit’)).
Eva published three papers on an
improved methodology to measure
crispiness, and on the role of
moisture content and morphology
on crispness/crunchiness retention, the ﬁrst of which is already
well-cited.
After ﬁnishing her contract in 2008
Eva continued to work on ﬁnishing
her thesis, combining this with
starting a family and becoming a
mother of two girls, Ludi and
Emma.
We will remember Eva as a very
motivated person, bristling with
activity, and clearly proud of her
Spanish heritage. Eva had a broad
interest in science. She was always
interested in the work of her fellow
PhD students, often engaging them
in science discussions.
It was only September 2nd when
we discussed how to ﬁnish her
last article and to complete her
thesis in due course.
Also many of us met Eva during the
PhD defence of a colleague on September 9th.
Eva will be dearly missed by her
husband Oscar, her two daughters

Susanne Lijmbach
On 30 September Susanne Lijmbach passed away at the age of 58.
Susanne had been seriously ill for
some time, but her death came unexpectedly soon.
Susanne had a connection with our
organization since September
1979, when she started on one of
her two degrees. She studied
Phytopathology at Wageningen
University and Philosophy at
Utrecht and Groningen Universities. She started her teaching
career in the Applied Philosophy
chair group, where she gained her
PhD for a thesis on animal-related
ethics. She was driven by the wish
to make a contribution to ethical,
sustainable development in agriculture.
After teaching she held various
other posts in which she could continue to develop, widen and apply
her subject knowledge and her
commitment. In recent years she
was policy oﬃcer in the management of our department. It was
striking how easily she tackled the
education sums, but her qualities
as a staﬀ member came out best in
her work on the new career policy,
Tenure Track. As secretary of the
BAC, she was at the hub of the department.
Susanne was intelligent, knew her
own mind and was a bit of a rebel
too. Emancipation and the position
of women in science were subjects
she felt deeply about. She was true
to her norms and values, such as
justice, honesty and respect. Perseverance and drive were also
among her qualities. And she held
on to these qualities to the last,
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because when she was given ﬂowers she checked to see if they
were suﬃciently sustainably
grown. And although that was not
usually the case and she grumbled
about that, she made clear how
happy she was with all the cards
and ﬂowers she received from her
many colleagues. All of us at the
Leeuwenborch, and far beyond it,
will miss Susanne both for her hard
work and for her social interest.
We wish Jaap much comfort and
strength in facing the loss of his
partner.
On behalf of the staﬀ of the
Department of Social Sciences at
Wageningen University,
Ruud Huirne, General Director,
Laan van Staalduinen, Director of
Operations

agenda
Sunday 16 October

125 YEARS OF KLV - EAT & MEET
On international World Food Day
we will organize a ‘Eat & Meet’ gathering for international Young KLV
members and students in Wageningen together with ISOW. Food, music, dance and movies will be part
of the programme. The ‘Eat’ element: Together with you we want
to prepare and eat meals from different continents. The ‘Meet’ element: Not only will you meet new
people but also new cultures.
17.00 - 21.00 ISOW building
WWW.KLV.NL

Wednesday 19 October

HISTORY MONTH
To mark history month, a special
evening will be hosted on Wednesday 19 October by the library together with the Old Wageningen Association, and the Casteelse Poort
museum.
On behalf of the museum, Jean

Verkoop:
Jeltes ten Hoor Wageningen
T: 0317 - 421 225
Timmer & Timmer Makelaars
T: 0317 - 319 114

Gardeniers will give a talk on this
year’s theme and Kees Gast, former
city archivist, will present a Wageningen history quiz.
WWW.CASTEELSEPOORT.NL OF TEL 0317-421436.

Saturday 29 October

announcements
Announcements for and by students and staﬀ. Send no more than
75 words to resource@wur.nl, with
‘Announcement’ as subject, on the
Thursday before publication.

SONANTE AUTUMN CONCERT
The programme includes works by
Mussorgsky, Mahler and Borodin.
After the overture from Mussorgsky’s opera Khovanshchina (Sunrise
over Moscow), the internationally
renowned mezzo-soprano Margriet
van Reisen will sing the Songs and
Dances of Death, also by Mussorgsky, and Brahms’s Songs on the
Deaths of Children. The concert
will ﬁnish with Borodin’s second
symphony. The orchestra’s conductor Hebe de Champeaux will conduct.
Place: Bevrijdingskerk, Ritzema
Bosweg 18 in Wageningen, 20.15h.
Also on Friday 4 November in the
Taborkerk in Ede, 20:15h.

StudentenWintersport 2012
This year again, the StudentenWintersport will be organized by
sports boards from eight diﬀerent
University cities in the Netherlands. Hundreds of students will
stay in Les Sybelles in France from
January 27th till February 5th
2012. For only €369 (reduced price if you book before October
14th), you will get slope access for
7.5 days, transport, a food package, sweater, fabulous parties and
so much more! Curious? Take a
look at the website and sign up!
WWW.STUDENTENWINTERSPORT.NL

RESERVATIONS TEL 06-25542415 OR BY E-MAIL:
WAGENINGSORKESTSONANTE@GMAIL.COM

Realisatie:

korting
TAXFREE op uw19%koopsom!
HERFSTACTIE
Resideren nabij hartje Wageningen is nu wel heel aantrekkelijk.
Koopt u deze herfst een comfortabel nieuwbouwappartement
in ‘De Arc’, dan ontvangt u maar liefst 19% korting op de initiële
koopsom. Voordeel tot maar liefst € 60.000,- ! De unieke Verkoop
Garantie Formule voorziet ook in een passend antwoord op de
eventuele verkoop van uw huidige woning! U kunt dus met een
gerust hart uw droomwoning in project de Arc kopen!*
Zorg dat u er snel bij bent, er zijn nog enkele driekamerappartementen beschikbaar!

Resideren nabij
hartje Wageningen

5 +3(!2++*')!-)!/+,!*'!0'!*
5 %*//!--.!*/2!!-0%)!.(,')!-.
5 %#!*,-'!!-,(/.!*!-#%*#
5 +*%*#+),(!!/,''!/)+#!(%&'
5 %##%*#*%&!*/-0)!*0%/!-2- !*

Nu te koop vanaf € 189.000,- v.o.n.
* De makelaar informeert u graag over deze aantrekkelijke actie voorwaarden.

De modelwoningen bevinden zich aan de Arc 13 en 109.

www.de-arc.nl
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Bezoek de modelwoningen! Iedere 1e en 3e
zaterdag van de maand van 10.30 tot 12.00 uur
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Promoveer met maximale allure! Een receptie in
Hotel De Wereld geeft je buluitreiking een feestelijk cachet.
ÎÆƋÇ =ÞcƋÎÇbHÆÇÇÞÎƋ BÎCচÇřÎƋÆŴÇƋÞÎƄÎÆƋÇ =Þ
cƋÎÇbHÆÇÇÞÎƋ BÎCচÇřÎƋÆŴÇƋÞÎƄÎÆƋÇ =ÞcƋÎÇbHÆÇ
Al je gasten fêteren op een all-in promotiereceptie van 1 uur in de Capitulatiezaal kan al vanaf € 9,50 p.p. (inclusief alle drankjes
uit het Hollands assortiment, nootjes, olijven, een bitterbal en een koud hapje). Informeer naar al onze mogelijkheden;
DrinksandBites op de Wageningse Markt en de oude stadsboederij van Koekoekpannenkoek staan ook ter beschikking.

HoteldeWereld

www.hoteldewereld.nl www.koekoekpannenkoek.nl tel 0031 (0)317 460 444

Wageningen UR zoekt:
Onderzoeker Biobased Plastics
Food & Biobased Research, Wageningen; vac.nummer: AFSG-BBP-0004
Apparatuur Specialist CAT-AgroFood Wageningen UR
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-DIR-0005
Business Developer CAT-AgroFood Wageningen UR
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-DIR-0006
Hoofd Finance & Control
Wageningen UR, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-F&C-0004
Biochemisch analist
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-FCH-0013
PhD student Neurobiology of eating behaviour
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-HNE-0024
3 PhD’s Physical Chemistry & Colloid Science
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-PCC-0011
Assistant Professor in Computational Systems Biology (Tenure Track)
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-SSB-0003
Analist Fermentatie
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-SSB-0005
Postdoc on Structural Bioinformatics
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-SSB-0006
PhD student Structural Systems Biology
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-SSB-0007
PhD student on Structural Bioinformatics
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-SSB-0008
PhD student Metabolic pathway engineering
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-SSB-0009
PhD student Metabolic Modeling
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: AFSG-SSB-0010
Afdelingshoofd Genomica Wageningen UR Livestock Research
Livestock Research, Lelystad; vacaturenummer: ASG-WLR-BO-0019
(junior) Onderzoeker moleculaire ecologie
Alterra, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: ESG ECO-0064
Databeheerder
Imares, Yerseke; vacaturenummer: IMA Delta0008
Junior Researcher Plant Production systems
Wageningen University, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: PSG-PPS-0004
PhD position: Governance and accountability in the DRC mining sector
Wageningen UR, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: SSG-DIS-0001
Assistant Professor in Food Logistics Management (Tenure Track)
Wageningen UR, Wageningen; vacaturenummer: SSG-LDI-0007
Docent ConstructieveWaterbouwGrondmechanica
Hogeschool Van Hall Larenstein, Velp; vacaturenummer: VHL LWM0002
Docent Hydraulica
Hogeschool Van Hall Larenstein, Velp; vacaturenummer: VHL LWM0003
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>>TYPICAL DUTCH

Employee of the month: cultural taboo?
Employee of the month: an organization’s positive eﬀort to recognize the outstanding achievements and contributions of an employee. This is a widely known concept and career goal for millions of American employees
around the country.

Sometimes employee of the month status can even be tied to ﬁnancial rewards and bonus schemes. The concept is so familiar to me as an American citizen that without thinking twice, I simply named myself employee of
the month in my department at Van Hall Larenstein for bringing in some very special imported American treats
such as Reese’s peanut butter cups and peanut butter M&Ms. I thought to myself, well this ‘outstanding contribution’ surely deserves employee of the month status, right? To take it a step further I even announced it on Facebook to make for a good laugh. Suddenly dozens of ‘likes’ from friends appeared, mostly proud American
friends, and then even a few laughs from surprised colleagues. Suddenly it dawned on me that this competitive
concept was quite extreme and unfamiliar to my egalitarian Dutch colleagues. Had I just committed some kind
of cultural taboo in the work place? Was it even offensive?
The next day I showed up to work like any normal day, but then something strange began to happen. Colleagues kept stopping by my ofﬁce to shake my hand and congratulate me on employee of the month. Some
even asked how they could become employee of the next month! One of my colleagues put up posters announcing my new status all over the building. The Dutch were certainly having more fun with this than I could have
imagined. Some people even crossed out ‘month’ on the posters and replaced it with ‘decade’ or ‘century’. Although culturally sensitive, this little stir in the work place resulted in a lot of laughter, enough to continue the
tradition in the coming months.
So through all of this, I’m pleased to say that the Dutch have some humour at work after all and even remain
open (and tolerant!) to foreign competitive and hierarchical concepts such as employee of the month. Kellie
Holler, International Relations and Recruitment Officer in the Marketing and Communications Department at Van Hall Larenstein.

Have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter with Dutch culture in
detail and comment on it brieﬂy. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl and earn ﬁfty euro and Dutch candy.

I’m pleased to say that
the Dutch have some
humour at work after all

